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ABSTRACT

ARTICLE HISTORY

Introduction: The aim of this study is to evaluate prostate-specific antigen decline pattern
including prostate-specific antigen kinetics following androgen deprivation therapy on prostatespecific antigen progression in the patients with advanced prostate cancer.
Materials and methods: Ninety-seven advanced prostate cancer patients receiving maximum
androgen deprivation therapy were enrolled in case–control study. Baseline prostate-specific
antigen, Gleason Score, bone metastase, nadir prostate-specific antigen, time to nadir prostatespecific antigen, declining slope to nadir prostate-specific antigen, estimated baseline prostatespecific antigen half-time, current prostate-specific antigen, post-nadir prostate-specific antigen
time, estimated prostate-specific antigen, estimated decline of baseline prostate-specific antigen
as quantitative, and ratio were recorded and calculated.
Results: The ratio of prostate-specific antigen progression was significantly lower at the
patients who had slower declining slope to prostate-specific antigen, longer time to nadir prostate-specific antigen, and lower estimated decline ratio of baseline prostate-specific antigen (p:
.016, p: .020, and p: .026, respectively).
Conclusions: The shorter time to nadir prostate-specific antigen following androgen deprivation
therapy, faster declining slope to nadir prostate-specific antigen and higher estimated decline
ratio of baseline prostate-specific antigen are associated with higher risk of disease progression
in patients with hormone-sensitive prostate cancer.
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Introduction
Androgen deprivation therapy is the standard and the
most effective initial systematic therapy for locally
advanced or metastatic prostate cancer [1–4].
Median survival for the androgen-dependent period in
patients with metastatic prostate is approximately
14–36 months [3–5]. The disease then progresses to
CRPC despite castrate testosterone levels. The PSA kinetics such as nadir PSA and TTNP have been used as
useful predictive and prognostic parameters for disease progression or survival in various studies [6]. In
the current study, we evaulated PSA decline pattern
including PSA kinetics following ADT on PSA progression in the patients with advanced prostate cancer.
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were enrolled in a case–control study. Age, bPSA with
synchronous testosterone level, GS, and bone scintigraphy were recorded. Nadir PSA, TTNP, post-nPSAT,
and cPSA were determined. PSA level had been measured monthly at first 6 months and then had been
measured bimonthly following ADT. As for bone scintigraphy, it has been repeated at the end of 1 year.
The PSA kinetics such as ds-nPSA, e-bPSAHT,
e-bPSADQ, e-bPSADR, and e-PSA were calculated using
a formula that estimates PSA decline pattern. PSA progression was defined as >25% rise for at least two serial examples in PSA (taken at least 1 week apart) from
its nadir level.

Statistical analysis

Patients and methods
Ninety-seven advanced prostate cancer patients with
or without bone metastase receiving maximum ADT
CONTACT Erdem Akbay
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Age, TTNP, ds-nPSA, e-bPSADQ, and e-bPSADR were
dichotomized at the median value. bPSA was dichotomized at 20 ng/mL. The e-bPSAHT was dichotomized
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at 1 month. GS was dichotomized at 8, nPSA and cPSA
were dichotomized 0.2 ng/mL (desired group 0,2 ng/
mL, undesired group >0,2 ng/mL). Patients were divided two groups according to PSA progression [progression(þ): if current PSA level is equal >25%
increase of from nPSA, progression(): if current PSA
level is equal 25% increase of from nPSA].
Descriptive analysis was done. The continuous and categorical variables of the groups were compared with
Student’s t-test and Chi-square test, respectively.
Univariate and multivariate analyses were done for the
factors that predicted PSA progression. Since declining
of PSA has an exponential curve, declining slope, percentile of declining, and the amount of declining were
calculated using a formula [nadir PSA ¼ baseline
PSAeøt] using log-baseline PSA and log-nadir PSA
(Appendix). The median slope shows that the decline
from the median of bPSA to the median of nPSA was
plotted using Mathlab software (Figure 1). All statistical
analyses were performed using SPSS v16.0.1 software
(SPSS Inc., Chicago, IL). A two-sided p value of <.05
was considered significant. The power and the sample
size calculation were done by using Power and
Sample Size Calculation version 3.1.2, 2014 by William
D. Dupont and Walton D. Plummer, Jr.A from the

Department of Biostatistics, Vanderbilt University
(http://biostat.mc.vanderbilt.edu). The sample size has
been calculated for 98 patients with 80% power and
5% Type I error. KM analysis was used to evaluate the
associations of TTNP, ds-nPSA, and e-bPSADR with PSA
progression-free survival probability.

Results
The descriptive characteristics of patients and disease
are shown in Table 1. The mean and the median follow-up periods of the patients were 44.91 and 48
months, respectively (range 7–91 months). The ratio of
PSA progression was 12.9% of our patients. The comparison of progressions of various parameters among
their own groups is shown in Table 2. The ratio of PSA
progression was significantly lower in the patients
who had slower ds-bPSA (5.0%), longer TTNP (5.1%),
lower e-bPSADR (5.3%), and longer e-bPSAHT (8.3%)
(p: .016, p: .020, p: .026, and p: .048, respectively).
There was no relationship between longer TTNP
(>12 mo) and various parameters (Table 3). The mean
of post-nPSAT was shorter in the PSA progression (þ)
group (Table 4). There was no a relationship
between PSA and various parameters in the patients

b
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slowest decline slope; ʎ= -0.031

median declining slope; ʎ= -0.507

fastest decline slope; ʎ= -2.490

Time (mo)

Figure 1. The graph depicts the decline with time in months from the median baseline line PSA to the median nadir PSA with
the vertical axis being PSA in ng/ml and the horizontal axis being time in months.
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Table 1. The descriptive characteristics of patients and disease.
Age (year)
Types of ADT
LHRH agonists þ antiandrogen
Bil.orchiectomy þ antiandrogen
Gleason score
<8
8
Bone metastase
M(–)
M(þ)
bPSA (ng/mL)
Testosteron (ng/dL)
e-bPSAHT (mo.)
nPSA (ng/mL)
TTNP (mo.)
cPSA (ng/mL)
Progression
Progression ()
Progression (þ)
ds-nPSA (monthly)
Follow-up (months)
e-PSA (ng/mL) (at the end of 1 year)
e-bPSADQa (ng/mL/year) (at the end of 1 year)
e-bPSADRb (at the end of one year)
a

Mean

Median

Min., max.

73.84

74.00

57, 90

%

97
3
66.7
33.3
3,11
18.47
435
1.79
0.13
17.19
0.91

0.738
44.91
0.336
18.17
98.4

1, >20
5, 2488
211, 763
0.27, 22.37
0.001, 6.43
3, 55
0.002, 7.43

12
408
1.37
0.001
12
0.15

0.507
48.00
0.032
12.58
99.7

2.49, 0.031
7, 91
<0.0001, 5.83
2.63, 2484
31, 99.99

65.2
34.8

87.1
12.9

Decline of bPSA as quantitative.
Decline of bPSA as ratio (%).

b

Table 2. The
parameters.

comparison

of

progressions

PSA progression (%)
Age
10.5
Median ma:73.93
>Median
18.6
GS
<8
11.3
8
21.4
Bone metastase
M()
17.3
M(þ)
11.5
bPSA (ng/mL)
 20
15.8
>20
12.5
e-bPSAHT (month)
>1 month
8.3
1 month
23.5
nPSA (ng/mL)
0.2
13.5
>0.2
28.6
TTNP (month)
5.1
>Median ma: 12
Median
23.3
ds-nPSA (monthly)
5.0
>Median ma: 0.507
Median
23.8
e-bPSADQ (ng/mL/year) (at the end of 1 year)
14.6
Median ma: 12.58
>Median
15.0
e-bPSADR (at the end of 1 year)
5.3
Median ma: 0.997 (99.7%)
>Median
22.7
a

of

various

p (Chi-square)
.307
.223
.548
.704
.048

Table 3. The relationship between longer TTNP (>12 months)
and parameters.
TTNP >12 months (%)

p (Chi-square)

45.5
54.0

.408

52.4
45.2

.510

50.9
51.5

.953

54.7
40.0

.184

51.7
28.6

.239

Age
Median
>Median
GS
<8
8
Bone metastase
M()
M(þ)
bPSA (ng/mL)
20
>20
nPSA (ng/mL)
0.2
>0.2

.284
.020
.016
.963
.026

m: median value.

who had either desired nPSA or desired cPSA.
The only significant finding was that the ratio of
patient who had desired cPSA (PSA <0.2 ng/mL) was
significantly higher in GS <8 patients (Table 5). The

faster ds-nPSA, the shorter TTNP and the higher
e-bPSADR predicted significantly PSA progression
(p: .028, p: .033, and p: .040, respectively) in univariate
analysis (Table 6).

Discussion
Baseline PSA level
In the current study, we demonstrated that the bPSA
level was not a predictor for PSA progression (Table 2)
and we could not find a correlation between bPSA
and TTNP durations (Table 3). The value of bPSA level
has been suggested to predict the response to ADT in
some reports [7–9]. However, in other studies, the
bPSA level was not a significant predictor of progression, PCSM, or ACM [10,11]. Predictive significance of
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Table 4. The comparison of TTNP, post-nPSAT and total follow-up times between progression (þ) and () groups.
TTNP
[mean (mo.)]

Follow-up
(post-nPSATa)
[mean (mo.)]

Follow-up (total)
[mean (mo.)]

10.25
18.14
0.028

37.27
27.48
0.052

45.83
44.84
0.865

Progression
(þ)
()
p
a

Post nPSA time.

Table 5. The
parameters.

relationship

between

PSA

values

and

Desired nadir PSA (%) p Desired current PSA (%) p
a

Age
>74b
90.0
74
95.5
GS
8
93.5
<8
92.1
bPSA
>20 ng/mL
96.7
20 ng/mL
90.6
Bone metastase
M(þ)
93.9
M()
91.2
TTNP
95.7
>12b
12
89.4
ds-nPSA
b
89.6
> 0.507
 0.507
95.7
bPSAHT
>1 mo.
87.7
1 mo.
100.0
Chi-square. NS: non-significant.
a
PSA 0.2 ng/mL.
b
Median value.

Table 6. The evaluation of various parameters with univariate
analysis in terms of progression predicting.
Age (>74a/74)
GS (8/<8)
bPSA (>20/20)
e-bPSAHT (1 mo./>1 mo.)
Bone metastase (Mþ/M-)
nPSA (> 0.2/ 0.2)
TTNP (12a/>12)
ds-nPSA (–0.507a/> –0.507)
e-bPSADR (> 99.7%a/ 99.7%)
a

OR

CI 95%

p

2.00
2.18
0.73
3.38
0.62
2.60
5.60
5.93
5.29

0.55–7.25
0.63–7.53
0.18–2.95
0.92–12.35
0.15–2.53
0.44–15.26
1.14–27.46
1.21–29.10
1.08–25.93

.292
.218
.656
.065
.508
.290
.033
.028
.040

Median value.

a

NS

52.4
62.9

NS

NS

39.3
67.3

.02

NS

58.3
56.6

NS

NS

53.8
58.3

NS

NS

65.0
48.6

NS

NS

58.5
55.6

NS

NS

53.1
64.3

NS

bPSA level after univariate analyses was lost after
multivariate analyses [12–14].

Gleason score
Gleason score was an independent predictor of progression to CRPC [10,12,15–17] or survival [3,4] in
many studies. However, in various studies, GS was
not a predictor of progression to CRPC or overall survival [12,17]. Seok et al. [13] showed that GS had
only marginal significance as a predictor of progression-free and cancer-specific survival in a univariate
analysis (p ¼ .060 and p ¼ .064, respectively). We demonstrated that any correlation was found between GS
and other parameters. The only significant finding was
that the ratio of patient with desired cPSA (PSA
<0.2 ng/mL) was significantly higher in GS <8 patients
(Table 5). However, Gleason score was not a predictor
for PSA progression in univariate analysis.

Bone metastase
Huang et al. [10] demonstrated that M1 stage at diagnosis was associated with worse progression-free survival in univariate analysis and was not associated

with worse progression-free survival in the multivariate
analysis. We found that 34.8% of the patients had
bone metastase. The count of hot-spot decreased in
the 70% of the patients with bone metastase following
ADT. We demonstrated that there was no correlation
between bone metastase and other parameters. Bone
metastase was not prognostic factor that predicted
progression in univariate analysis. The results we got
did not change even when we took Soloway’ classification into account [18].

Nadir PSA level
In many studies, nadir PSA level following ADT has
been found to be the most significant predictor of
progression to CRPC [8,10,12,15] and survival
[11,14,19]. Seok et al. [13] showed that higher PSA
nadir (0.2 ng/mL) after MAB was an independent predictor of shorter progression-free and cancer-specific
survival. Kwak et al. [12] reported that the nadir PSA
level above 1.1 ng/mL has optimal sensitivity and specificity for predicting the progression to CRPC. It was
suggested that different optimal thresholds consist of
0.5, 2, and 4 ng/mL for predicting the progression to
CRPC [8,16]. Hussain et al. [3] found that a PSA of
<4 ng/mL after 7 months of ADT is a strong predictor
of survival. Stewart et al. [19] determined that a PSA
nadir of >0.2 ng/mL after 8 months of ADT is a significant predictor of prostate cancer-specific mortality in
patients with biochemical recurrence after radical prostatectomy or radiation therapy. Morote et al. [8] found
that the nadir PSA level above 0.2 ng/mL was associated with a 20 times likelihood of progression to CRPC
within 24 months. We found that the most of the
patients had the desired nPSA value (92.6%). Although
the percentage of TTNP >12 months was higher in
the desired nPSA group (Table 3), the difference was
not significant. Additionally, the ratio of PSA progression was found to be alike in either groups (Table 2)
and the undesired nPSA group could not predict PSA
progression in univariate analysis (Table 4). However,
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many of these results may be related with the fact
that a very few patients has an undesired nPSA value
in our study.

TTNP
The prognostic significance of TTNP after ADT on disease progression and survival is also controversial. Arai
et al. [6] reported that patients whose PSA decreased
rapidly to an undetectable level within 1 month after
ADT had the best prognosis. Cooper et al. [7] found
that the PSA nadir reached within 6 months after ADT
was a predictor of survival. Stamey et al. [20] reported
that patients whose PSA decreased rapidly to an
undetectable level after ADT had prolonged survival. It
was found that PSA declining to normal level PSA at 3
months after ADT was associated with a more favorable
prognosis [21,22]. Morote et al. [8] demonstrated that
patients with a longer TTN (>12 months) after ADT had
an 18 times higher ratio of progression to CRPC than
patients with shorter TTN (12 months). Contrary to
these, Park et al. [17] did not find any relation between
TTN after MAB and progression to CRPC. Sasaki et al.
[14] also suggested that longer TTN (>9 months) after
ADT was associated with longer survival duration.
Huang et al. [10] also found that patients with a shorter
TTN (<10 months) after ADT had a significantly shorter
time to disease progression. Seok et al. [13] demonstrated that shorter TTN (<8 months) after ADT was an
independent predictor of shorter progression-free and
cancer-specific survival in the multivariate analysis. It
has been reported that lower nadir PSA (<0.2 ng/mL)
and longer TTNP (>8 months, >9 months and >9
months, respectively) were early predictor of longer survival in combined analysis of nadir PSA and TTNP
[10,13,14]. Teoh et al. [23] categorized the patients into
three groups according to their TTPN and demonstrated that the longer TTPN (>17 months) was associated with lower logarithm of PSA velocity after
progression [Log(PSAVAP)] (regression coefficient
0.030, p ¼ .001). In the current study, we found that
the patients with a longer TTNP (>12 months) following ADT had significantly lower ratio of progression
(Table 2). Additionally, we also demonstrated that
a shorter TTNP (12 months) was an independent
predictor of progression (Table 4). In our study, estimated mean for survival time in the longer TTNP group
was significantly longer than the shorter TTNP group
in KM survival analysis (Figure 2(a)). The rapid decrease
in the PSA level may be related to a transcriptional
effect of ADT on PSA production rather than prostate
cancer cell death [4]. This decrease may be due to
ablation of androgen receptor function, and, as a result,
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the quick suppression of androgen receptor following
ADT may have a negative effect on disease progression
[10]. Another possibility is that a rapid decrease of hormone-sensitive
prostate
cancer
cells
might
induce growing of hormone-resistant prostate cancer
cells [14].

Pattern of bPSA decline after treatment
In the literature, pattern of bPSA decline following
treatment is defined as bPSA half-time/month (ebPSAHT), estimated decline of bPSA at the end of one
year as quantitative (e-bPSADQ), and the decline of
bPSA at the end of 2 months [4,16,24]. We also calculated the declining slope to nPSA (ds-nPSA), the estimated decline of bPSA at the end of 1 year as rational
(e-bPSADR), and the PSA level at the end of 1 year
(e-PSA). The patients with 60.6% had 1 month or less
half-time duration. In these patients, the mean of
TTNP was shorter (6.68 month and 23.95 month,
respectively) and progression was higher (23.5% and
8.3%, respectively), whereas GS was the same in other
group. Choueiri et al. [4] calculated the PSA decline
(PSAD) from the slope of the linear regression of the
raw PSA values over time, using PSA values from 1
month prior to ADT until the nadir PSA. The estimated
median PSA decline (PSAD) was 52 ng/mL/year. They
demonstrated that PSAD (52 ng/mL/year) was associated with shorter survival in univariate analysis.
Hussain et al. [3] found that a PSA of 4 ng/mL or less
after 7 months was a strong predictor of survival.
Oosterlinck et al. [25] found that a PSA of 4 ng/mL or
less in 546 men with M0 and M1 disease treated with
ADT occurred in 51% of patients after 3 months and
in 66% of them after 6 months. The ratio of patients
had a PSA of 4 ng/mL or less after 7 months was estimated to be 91.4% in our study. We calculated declining slope to nPSA (ds-nPSA). The fastests, the slowest,
and the median decline slope value were calculated as
2.490, 0.031, and 0.507, respectively, using our
formula (Figure 1). We found that a decline of a slope
of 0.507 or a faster decline was a strong predictor of
progression (Table 2). Estimated mean for survival time
in the slower declining slope group (> 0.507) was
significantly longer than the faster declining slope
group in KM survival analysis (Figure 2(b)). We also
estimated bPSA declining as quantitative and rational
(e-bPSADQ and e-bPSADR, respectively). The median
of the e-bPSADQ was 12.58 ng/mL/year and the
median of the e-bPSADR was 99.7%/year. The ebPSADR of 99.7% or more at the end of a year was a
strong predictor of progression, whereas e-bPSADQ
was not a siginificant predictor for progression.
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Figure 2. (a) KM plot and the estimated means for survival time for TTNP. (b) KM plot and the estimated means for survival time
for ds-nPSA. (c) KM plot and the estimated means for survival time for e-bPSADR.

We found that estimated mean for survival time in the
lower e-bPSADR group (<99.7%) was significantly longer than e-bPSADR with the higher value group in KM
survival analysis (Figure 2(c)). In various studies, due to
different baseline PSA mean values, reporting annual
PSA decline quantitatively, even with the same ratios
of decline, might be troublesome. That is why, we
believe that reporting annual PSA decline with ratios,
would be more appropriate.

Post-nadir PSA time
Teoh et al. reported three groups to TTPN for PFS (0–3
months, 3–17 months, and >17 months) and for OS

(0–6 months, 6–20 months, and >20 months) [5].
They estimated that the survival beyond TTPN
increased exponentially with TTPN in the TTPN >17
months group for PFS and TTPN >20 months group
for OS. We compared TTNP, post-nadir PSA time (postnPSAT), and total follow-up time values between PSA
progression(þ) and PSA progression() (Table 4). In
the PSA progression() group, despite it having a
similar total follow-up time as the other group, it was
rather interesting to find that mean post-nPSAT value
was shorter. It is possible that ratio of PSA progression
is the same in both groups when mean post-nPSAT
value in the PSA progression() group achieves other
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group’s value. We might assume that time to PSA progression following ADT depends on TTNP substantially,
in the case that this probability becomes a fact.

Testosterone level
ADT has negative consequences and complications
like osteoporosis, sexual dysfunction, gynecomastia,
and adverse body composition are well known [26].
Yassin et al. [27] suggested that testosterone replacement therapy (TRT) might have a protective effect
against high-grade PCa. Jhan et al. [28] demonstrated
that ADT use is associated with an increased risk of
developing Alzheimer's disease. Teoh et al. [29] found
that ADT especially in diabetic patients with poor performance status increase fracture risk in Chinese men.
In a meta-analysis, Dong et al. [30] suggested that
intermittent hormone therapy might be a better
option over continuous hormone therapy for locally
advanced prostate cancer. Urushima et al. [31] investigated the effects of ADT on serum aP2 and adiponectin in PCa patients and found that 6 months post-ADT,
serum aP2, and adiponectin levels were significantly
increased, and high serum aP2 levels were correlated
with the late development of metabolic syndrome.
In the current study, all of our patients had continuous
ADT and we measured testosterone levels with synchronous PSA measurements to evaulate response
to ADT. All measurements of patients except
baseline levels were at castration level of testosterone
(<50 ng/dL).

has an exponential curve. Using this formula, calculating and estimating the decline slope, PSA half-time,
declining of PSA yearly (quantitative/rational), and
e-PSA may be helpful in predicting the prognosis following ADT.
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Appendix
Abbreviations and acronyms
bPSA: baseline PSA; nPSA: nadir PSA; cPSA: current PSA;
TTNP: time to nadir PSA; TTCP: time to current PSA; e: Euler's
number; e: 2.718 (Euler's number); loge: 0.434; ø: declining
slope to nPSA; e-PSA: estimated PSA at the end of 1 year; ebPSADR: estimated decline of bPSA at the end of one year/
ratio.

A. Estimation of declining slope to nPSA.
Main formula: nPSA ¼ bPSA  ekt

THE AGING MALE

kt

nPSA=bPSA ¼ e
logðnPSA=bPSAÞ ¼ loge  kt; k
k ¼ logðnPSA=bPSAÞ=loge  t
Example:
bPSA : 60 ng=mL; nPSA : 0:2 ng=mL; t : 6 mo:ðTTNPÞ
k ¼ logð0:2=60Þ=0:434  3 ¼ logð0:0033Þ=2; 17
k ¼ 2:481=2:604 ¼ 0:952

Example:
bPSA : 52 ng=mL; cPSA : 0:16 ng=mL; t : 8 mo:ðTTCPÞ
cPSA=bPSA ¼ ekt
logðcPSA=bPSAÞ ¼ loge  kt; k ¼ logðcPSA=bPSAÞ=loge  t
k ¼ logð0:16=52Þ=0:434  8; ¼  2:511=3:472; ¼ 0:723
e-PSA ¼ bPSA  ekt ðt : 12 mo:Þ
e-PSA ¼ 52  e0:72312 ¼ 52  e8:676 ¼ 52  0:00017
¼ 0:0089
e-bPSADR ¼ ½ðbPSA  e-PSAÞ=bPSA  100

B. Estimation of e-PSA and e-bPSADR.
Main formula: cPSa ¼ bPSA  ekt

¼ ½ð52  0:0089Þ=52 ¼ 0:999ð99:9%Þ
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